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Our research: first phase
• Aim: Reconstruct moral logic of

COVID-19 policy decisions
• How: Analysis of letters sent from

Ministry of Health to Parliament
• Period: 27 February - 27 September

2020 (first wave Netherlands)
• Main corpus: 26 letters
• Methods used:

- Critical discourse analysis
- Dictionary analysis with R



First findings

1) The moral logic presented in the
government letters contains a number
of inconsistencies and problems.

2) Vulnerability, responsibility, and
necessity are central concepts that
require further analysis.



Moral logic: tensions
• The moral logic presented in the analysed government letters is

ambivalent and fragmentary.

• Tensions arise from:

Conflicting moral narratives

Inconsistencies rhetoric and practice

Rapidly changing context



Necessity, vulnerability and responsibility
• Deepen analysis moral logic through focus on key concepts.



Necessity (521 times mentioned in letters)

• Appeal to necessity minimises moral/political responsibility.

But it is important to consider:
• How context in which necessity arises is shaped by political and

social factors.
• How perception of necessity is directed by what and whom we

consider important (e.g. lack of attention for undocumented
migrants + refugees).

Which needs matter? Whose needs matter?
• Needs are mostly considered in an organisational/ logistic

sense: e.g. “need for personal protection gear”(12x).
• Less attention for needs of individuals and society: e.g. “need

for clerical care”(3x) / “need for information about corona”(3x).
• Needs of organisations with close links to government are

recognised more easily.
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Vulnerability (258 times mentioned in letters)

• Vulnerability narrows down to medical frailty in crisis:

• International aspects and
precarisation are disregarded.
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Responsibility (91 times mentioned in letters)

• Letters attribute responsibilities to third parties.
• Government places itself in a facilitating role.
• Decisional impact is minimised in discourse.

• Conflict between different views of the state:
neoliberal state vs. welfare state

• Solution in first wave - “intelligent lockdown”
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Conclusions
• Inconsistencies and tensions in moral logic reflect

how the COVID-19 crisis unsettles political beliefs
about (the role of) the state and its citizens.

• Attempt to hold on to exceptionalism of the crisis may
be understood as an effort to hold on to this idea of
political order.

• BUT the crisis of care runs deeper than this pandemic.
• This points to the need for a new understanding of

vulnerability, needs and responsibility for creating a
more responsive and caring political order.

Thank you
for your attention!
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